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3.3. Agents in Competitive !
Environments

What if agents in a MAS have different goals or goals 
that conflict with each other?
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Problems to face

n  Agents “unmaking” achievements of others
n  Agents preventing actions of others
n  Agents giving false information

● About own identity (“identity theft”)
● About own data (“lying”)
● About environment
● About other agents (“reputation and trust”)

n  Agents accessing protected information of and about 
others
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Research Directions (I)

n  Develop agents that achieve their individual goals
● Maximizing goal function is part of action 

selection!
F not very difficult, except for

● Predicting actions of other agents!
F see Prisoner’s Dilemma
n Opponent modeling (to get the most out of the 

other agent)
n Trust and reputation (to figure out, what agent 

is most likely to do what we need to be done)
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Research Directions (II)

n  Develop environments that force agents with 
conflicting goals to cooperate  or at least be social for 
the best of the whole agent society
● Society laws, rules, procedure with penalties for 

misbehavior
● Registries with information about other agents, 

like reputation or abilities
But: what is “best” for the whole society?

n  How can agents within a society cooperate?!
F coalitions
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Conflicting Goals:!
The Prisoner’s Dilemma
Basic Situation:
Alice and Bob have been arrested as suspects for 

murder, and are interrogated in separate rooms. If 
they both admit to the crime, they get 15 years of 
imprisonment. If both do not admit to the crime, they 
can only be convicted for a lesser crime, and get 3 
years each. However, if one of them admits and the 
other does not, the defector becomes a state’s witness 
and is released, while the other serves 20 years. 

The Dilemma:
What do Alice and Bob do?
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3.3.1 Modeling other agents

n  Payoff/Utility matrixes & rationality assumption
n  Rule based approaches
n  Logic based approaches
n  Classification into strategy classes
n  Situation-action pairs & Nearest-Neighbor rule

Very active research subarea:
n  Reputation of and trust in other agents

E

E
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3.3.1.1 Payoff matrixes and !
rationality assumption

Based on Game Theory:
n  Assume that other agent always acts in such a way 

that maximizes its goal achievement (or utility)
n  If goals of opponent known F worst case analysis
n  But: opponent has to take agent's options into 

account !
F infinite recursion!
F total information about action outcomes necessary

F Modeling boils down to analysis of options
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Payoff Matrixes

n  Also called utility matrix
n  General form

Ag1

A11   … A1n

A21 u111/u211   … u11n/u21n

Ag2

.

.

.

     .
     .
     .

       .
       .
       .

A2m u1m1/u2m1   … u1mn/u2mn
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Game Theory and Nash Equilibria

n  Represent choices as payoff matrix and assume that 
other agents want to maximize their utility !
F rationality assumption

n  Strategy of a player: way of determining the decision 
to be made.

n  Nash Equilibrium (Nash, 1951):!
A combination of a strategy for each player that 
represents for each player a local optimum, i.e. 
assuming that another player does not change its 
strategy, a change of strategy for a player would be 
irrational.
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The Prisoner’s Dilemma Revisited

n  Payoff Matrix

n  Equilibrium: both admit (defect):!
Bob’s view: Alice defects, therefore the best he can 
do is also defect (15 < 20)!
Alice’s view: Bob defects, therefore the best she can 
do is also defect (15 < 20) 

Admit Not Admit

Admit           15

15

               20

0

Not admit             0

20

                 3

3

Bob

Alice
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Using Payoff Matrixes for Modeling 
and Problems

n  There can be several equilibria for a game
n  Nash Equilibrium might not represent optimal 

solution for society (or even for players, see 
prisoner’s dilemma)!
F change game

n  What if agents behave irrational?
n  Goals of other agents need to be known!
n  Requires total information about results of an action
n  What about action chains?


